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Preface

that reimburses Massachusetts acute care

hospitals and community health centers for

services provided to uninsured and
underinsured individuals.

Satisfying the Need for

Health Care Information

On July 1, 1996, the Massachusetts Rate

Setting Commission and the Depart-

ment of Medical Security were consoli-

dated to create the Division of Health Care

Finance and Policy.

Overview

The Division is responsible for the in-

formation, pricing, and regulatory functions

formerly handled by the Rate Setting Com-
mission. In addition, the Division adminis-

ters the Uncompensated Care Pool, a fund

The effectiveness of the health care

system depends in part upon the availa-

bility of applicable information. In order for

this system to function properly, purchasers

must have accurate and useful information

about quality, pricing, supply and available

alternatives. Providers need information on
the productivity and efficiency of their busi-

ness operations to develop strategies to im-

prove the effectiveness of the services they

deliver.

State policy makers need to be advised of

the present health care environment, as they

consider where policy investigation or action

may be appropriate.

Mission

The Division's mission is to contribute to the development of policies that improve the

delivery and financing of health care in Massachusetts by:

collecting and analyzing data from throughout the health care delivery system;

disseminating accurate information and analysis on a timely basis;

facilitating the use of information among health care purchasers, providers,

consumers and policy makers; and

monitoring free care in the Commonwealth through throughtful administration

of the Uncompensated Care Pool.



As part of its health care information

program, the Division publishes reports to

meet this need for information. These re-

ports focus on various health policy and

market issues.

Organizational Structure

The Division of Health Care Finance

and Policy is an administrative agency

within the Executive Office of Health and

Human Services. The Commissioner is ap-

pointed by the Governor.

The organizational structure is com-

prised of several distinct groups:

Health Systems Measurement and

Improvement Group

Health Data Policy Group

Pricing Policy and Financial Analy-

sis Group

Bureau of Long Term Care Facilities

Each group is responsible for a different

aspect of the agency mission.

Health Systems Measurement and
Improvement Group

Health Systems Measurement and Im-

provement Group works to accelerate efforts

to improve the delivery of primary care ser-

vices in Massachusetts. Toward this end, the

Group provides research and demonstration

resources to other state agencies, facilitates

and supports the development of statewide

measurement systems for quality and effi-

ciency in collaboration with hospitals and

health plans, and strives to meet the infor-

mation needs of the administration and leg-

islature regarding the changing health care

system. In addition, this Group acts as a

central source of health care information for

the agency.

Health Data Policy Group
The Health Data PolicyGroup is charged

with having a vision for the management,
development and potential use of Division

of Health Care Finance and Policy data by
researching and evaluating health data man-
agement and policy issues. The group also is

responsible for identifying and developing

confidentiality and privacy protocols, data

base quality improvement, customer driven

data products and consistent data policies.

The goal of this group is to anticipate future

health care information needs and recom-

mend product development that is accurate,

useful, realistic and timely.

Pricing Policy and Financial
Analysis Group

The Pricing Policy and Financial

Analysis Group develops health care

pricing policies, methods and rates which
support the procurement of high quality

services for public beneficiaries in the most

cost-effective manner possible. This group

also provides information, analysis and rec-

ommendations to policy makers to support

their health care financing decisions, and

performs specialized analyses of innovative

health care financing and purchasing
methods.

Bureau ofLong Term Care Facilities

The Bureau of LongTerm Care Facilities

establishes rates of payment for Medicaid

funded residents in nursing and residential

care facilities. In addition, the bureau is

working with the nursing home industry

and other state agencies to develop measures

for monitoring quality in the nursing facility

setting.

The Division of Health Care Finance

and Policy's support units include Adminis-

tration, the Information Technology Group,

the Office of the General Counsel and the

Office of Communications.
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Administration
The office of the Executive Secretary

oversees the agency's budget, regulatory pro-

cess and personnel.

Information Technology Group
The Information Technology Group is

responsible for managing the Division's com-

puter network and data bases.

Office of the General Counsel
The Office of the General Counsel liti-

gates administrative appeals filed by provid-

ers, analyzes proposed legislation relative to

the health care delivery system and provides

legal advice to the Commissioner and staff

concerning the development and applica-

tion of regulations, policy positions and pric-

ing information.

Office of Communications
The Office of Communications pro-

duces the Division's publications and serves

as the point of contact for inquiries from

outside parties.

This structure reflects the focus of the

agency mission and supports the Division's

efforts to provide useful health care infor-

mation to purchasers, providers, and policy

makers throughout the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Preface iii
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Section 1

:

Executive Summary

This report updates an earlier publica-

tion of the Massachusetts Rate Setting

Commission, Monitoring the Acute Care

Hospital Industry, May 1995. That report as-

sessed the acute hospital industry during the

years just prior to the passage of Chapter 495

of the Acts of 1991 (1989 to 1991) and for

two years after (1992 and 1993). This report

continues that analysis through 1995 1
.

Chapter 495 governs how Massachu-

setts acute care hospitals are reimbursed for

their services. It includes provisions phasing

out regulatory constraints on acute hospital

revenues, allowing payers and providers to

negotiate contracts. The intent of the legisla-

tion is to control hospital costs through the

competitive pressures of a free market.

This report monitors the state's acute

care hospital industry in its current condition,

and identifies changes in performance and

trends that may have implications for policy

makers for the future of the industry. High-

lights are as follows.

Competition
Hospitals continue to respond to the

competitive environment. Total hospital ex-

penditure increases have slowed over the

first half of the 1990s. 1995 shows a slight

increase in the growth rate that bears watch-

ing. Possible reasons for continued low

growth rates include additional acute hospi-

tal mergers, closures, or conversions from

acute to non-acute hospitals, shifts to lower

cost sites of care, and continued increases in

efficiency of inpatient care.

Expense and Revenue Growth
Through 1994, as expense increases

moderated, so did growth in net patient ser-

vice revenue, indicating that purchasers ben-

efited from moderated price growth. Al-

though expenditure growth increased slightly

in 1995, revenue growth continued to slow,

suggesting hospitals were willing to forego

some revenue in order to remain competitive.

Efficiency

Inpatient expense per case mix ad-

justed discharge, a measure of the effi-

ciency of inpatient care, grew at a slower

rate than inflation for all years, including

1995. Case mix intensity continues to in-

crease each year as those patients being treated

as inpatients require more resources. Inpa-

tient discharges and patient days continue to

decline.

Financial Health
The Massachusetts hospital industry

experienced financial health from 1990 to

1995. Key financial measures indicate that

non-patient sources of revenue were respon-

sible for continued growth in total margins.

Fund balances grew, particularly in teaching

hospitals. Teaching hospitals also continued

to borrow, and their ability to meet their

obligations remained fairly stable.

Organization of Report

Hospital expenditureand revenuegrowth

are analyzed in Section 2 of this report. The

1



components of hospital inpatient expendi-

tures—volume of services, unit costs and case

mix—are analyzed in Section 3. Key financial

indicators such as net income, margins, and

debt-related measures are examined in Sec-

tion 4. Section 5 presents conclusions.

End Note for Section 1

1. All years in this report refer to hospital fiscal years.
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Section 2: Hospital
Expenditures and Revenue

In
a competitive system, hospitals must

control their expenditures in order to

of offer competitive prices to purchasers

of care. Examination of aggregate acute hos-

pital expenditures can tell us how hospitals

have responded to competitive pressures.

Similarly, examination of hospitals' net pa-

tient service revenue (NPSR) can tell us

whether hospitals have passed along savings

to purchasers in the form of lower prices.

Hospitals continue to respond to the

competitive environment. Industry-wide, ag-

gregate hospital expenditure increases have

moderated over the first half of the 1990s.

1995 shows a slight increase in the growth

rate of expenditures that bears watching.

Through 1994, as expense increases

moderated, so did growth in net patient

service revenue (NPSR), indicating that pur-

chasers benefited from slower price growth.

Although expenditures grew slightly faster

in 1995, a development that warrants con-

Percentage Change in Net Patient

Service Revenue (NPSR) and Total Patient Expenditures

Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

NPSR

Expense
'o -\ 1

1

1
i

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 1 Hospital expenditure increases have moderated over the first half of the 1 990s, although FY95

shows a slight increase in growth that bears watching. Hospital price growth has also moderated over the

same time period.
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tinued monitoring, the growth rate of rev-

enues continued to decline, suggesting that

competition among hospitals and pressure

from payers are slowing price increases (see

Figure 1, page 3).

Moderation in total expenditure growth

over the period was concentrated mainly on

the inpatient side. Outpatient expenses in-

creased at a more rapid pace (see Figure 2

below).

Industry-wide, growth in total patient

expenditures slowed steadily through 1994,

through a moderation in inpatient and, to a

lesser degree, outpatient expenditure growth.

This slowdownmay be due in part to closures

and conversions as hospitals continue to

merge and reorganize. Increases in inpatient

efficiency, as well as shifts in care from inpa-

tient to outpatient sites, also contributed. In

1994, aggregate inpatient expenditures de-

creased by 3.8 percent.

There appears to be a reversal in 1995 of

the trend towards declining rates of growth

in hospital expenses (although the growth

rate is still low at 3.8 percent). With only one

year of evidence, it is too soon to determine

if this is the beginning of an acceleration in

growth rates or a one-time deviation from

the long-term trend.

On the outpatient side, growth in ex-

penditures continued to outpace inpatient

and total expenditures. This maybe explained

in part by shifts from inpatient to outpatient

sites of care, which could lead to an increase

in both outpatient volume and intensity of

services. The growth in 1995 may also be due

to hospitals opening additional services. Nine

hospitals with expense increases above the

state average opened new outpatient services

in 1995, five of them offering home health

services. Data are not currently available to

measure the intensity of outpatient care. As

Percentage Change in

Total Inpatient and Outpatient Expenditures
Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

Percentage
Change

Outpatient

Expense

Total

Expense

Inpatient

Expense

1995

Figure 2 Moderation in total expenditure growth was mainly due to small increases in inpatient

expenditures. Outpatient expenditures continued to grow rapidly.
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Percentage Change in Inpatient and Outpatient
Expenditures, Teaching versus Community Hospitals

Fiscal Year 1993 through Fiscal Year 1995

Percentage
Change

crrtznH Outpatient

Inpatient

— — Teaching

Community

1995

Figure 3 Community hospitals as a group show greater moderation in inpatient expenditure growth over

the period. Both teaching and community hospitals show high outpatient growth rates.

a result, it is difficult to determine the

relative influences of changes in volume,

intensity and efficiency on the growth of

outpatient expense.

Teaching versus Community Hospitals

Investigating hospital subgroups can

help to clarify aggregate trends. This analy-

sis looks at teaching versus community

hospitals.

In 1994, both teaching and community
hospitals exhibited decreases in inpatient

expenditures, but community hospitals' de-

creases were substantially greater, owing
largely to a disproportionate decline in vol-

ume. In 1995, inpatient expenditures in-

creased by 2.3 percent in teaching hospitals,

while community hospitals' inpatient ex-

penditures decreased again by 1.9 percent.

Both teaching and community hospitals con-

tinue to experience high growth rates in

outpatient expenses (see Figure 3 above).

Hospital Expenditures and Revenues 5
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Section 3: Components
of Inpatient Expenses

To get a more complete picture of the

Commonwealth's hospitals, we exam-
ined the components of total expen-

diture. Section 2 showed changes in total

expenses decomposed into changes in inpa-

tient and outpatient expenses. Inpatient ex-

penses, in turn, are a function of the expense

per discharge and the number of discharges.

Expense per discharge is affected by a

hospital's case mix—the average level of re-

sources needed to treat patients in different

diagnostic groups—and by the efficiency with

which a hospital delivers services for a par-

ticular level of case mix. This section of the

report looks at measures of each of each of

these components: unit cost and efficiency,

case mix, and volume.

The growth in unit costs slowed through

1994, when inpatient expense per case mix-

adjusted discharge (CMAD) actually declined.

Expenses increased again in 1995, but the

increase was still below the rate of inflation,

Percentage Change in Inpatient Costs per

Case Mix Adjusted Discharge (CMAD) versus General
Price Inflation, Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

Percentage
Change

Inflation

(Boston

CPI)

Inpatient

Cost per

CMAD

Figure 4 Hospitals continue to increase the efficiency of inpatient care. Since FY92, increases in inpatient

cost per casemix-adjusted discharge were below the general rate of inflation.
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Case Mix Index
Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

Case Mix
Index

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 5 The inpatient casemix index continues to increase, indicating that the intensity of services

required to treat inpatients is increasing.

Number of Discharges in Acute Hospitals

Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

900

880

860

840

820
Discharges

in Thousands 800

780

760

740

720 I
1994 1995

Figure 6 Inpatient discharges have decreased each year since FY92.
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ALOS
(Days)

Average Length of Stay in Hospitals

Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

10%

8%

6%

4%

2%

0% I
1991 1992 1993

Fiscal Year

1994 1995

Figure 7 Length of stay decreased over the first half of the 1 990s.

indicating that the efficiency of inpatient

care continued to increase (see Figure 4 on

page 7).

The inpatient case mix index continues

to increase, indicating that the intensity of

services required to treat inpatients is in-

creasing. 2 Patients requiring less intensive

services are being treated in outpatient set-

tings, where, shadowing the inpatient trend,

case mix is probably rising as well (see Figure

5 on page 8).

Indicators that measure changes in vol-

ume of service are consistent with the shift

from inpatient settings to outpatient. The
number of discharges continues to decrease

through 1995 (see Figure 6 on page 8) and, in

spite of the increase in average case mix,

length of stay does as well (see Figure 7 above).

End Note for Section 3

2. The case mix index was computed using the All Patient Refined DRG Grouper (Version 12) and
Massachusetts-specific APR DRG cost weights recently developed by the Division.

Components of Inpatient Expenses 9
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Section 4:

Financial Indicators

Relevant and timely information

concerning the financial condition of

Massachusetts hospitals can tell us how
well hospitals are operating in the current

competitive health care environment. This

section examines the medians3 of various fi-

nancial measures, to give a picture of general

industry trends in financial health, undistor-

ted by very high and very low performers.

This section will provide policy makers

with an indication of the effects of the com-

petitive environment on the solvency and

viability of hospitals in the state. Several finan-

cial indicators are examined in this section:

net income and its components, operating

and total margins, fund balance, long term

debt, and long term debt to equity ratio.4

The Massachusetts hospital industry

experienced continued growth from 1990 to

1995. Key financial measures indicate that

non-patient sources of revenue were respon-

sible for continued growth in total margins.

Fund balances grew, particularly in teaching

hospitals. Teaching hospitals also continued

to borrow, but their ability to meet their

obligations remained fairly stable.

Net Income and Its Components

Net income is composed of total rev-

enues less total expenses from all sources

Median Total Revenue and Total Expenses, FY90 - FY95

Dollars

(millions)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 8 Median total expenses and total revenues grew steadily during the first half of the 1 990s.
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(patient-related and otherwise) and is an

important measure of an institution's over-

all performance and financial health. Hospi-

tals with positive net income (and other

favorable financial indicators) are in an ad-

vantageous position.

Median total expenses and revenues

grew steadily during the first half of the

1990s. Although median net income fluctu-

ated from year to year, it also followed this

general trend (see Figure 8 on page 11).

Non-Patient Revenue and Margins

Examining revenue from other than

patient care is important when studying the

financial health of hospitals because these

sources can offset the effects ofslower growth

in patient-related revenue. Margins consider

the health of the hospital in ratio form (net

income to revenues), so that the size of the

hospital is considered. Higher margins gen-

erally reflect stronger financial performance.

Hospitals' healthy total revenue trends

seem to be driven more from non-patient

than patient sources. Income from other

operating (parking lot and gift shop revenue,

for example) and non-operating (interest

income, charitable donations) sources gTew

at about twice the rate of patient service

revenue over the period. This relationship

was even more pronounced for teaching

hospitals. Overall, total margins were consis-

tently higher than operating margins 5 (see

Figure 9 below and Figure 10 on page 13).

Fund Balance (or Equity)

Growing fund balances, also called

equity, represent an increase in the net

Non-patient Revenue
Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1995

Dollars

(millions)

25 -r

20 -I

15

10

5 -

Teaching

Non-
teaching

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 9 Massachusetts hospitals' healthy trends in total revenue were driven by growth in non-patient

sources of revenue.
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Median Total and Operating Margins
Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1995

Margin

.030 -r

.025 4

.020

.015 -I

.010

.005 -I

Total

Margin

Operating

Margin

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 10 Total margins have been consistently higher than operating margins.

worth of hospitals and tend to reflect desir-

able financial performance. Massachusetts

acute care hospitals with larger general fund

balances have a greater capacity to borrow

money or to finance purchases out of their

reserves.

Fund balances have increased steadily.

The median has grown by 80 percent and the

industry aggregate by 60 percent over the

first half of the decade. This trend is prima-

rily due to the teaching hospitals in the

Commonwealth. The growth rate has in-

creased considerably for Massachusetts teach-

ing hospitals since the 1993 to 1994 period,

when fund balances showed significantly

low growth rates, possibly due to losses from

advance refunding of debt or inter-affiliate

transfers. Conversely, community hospitals

have shown little growth in equity over the

last several years ( see Figures 11 and 12 on

page 14).

Long Term Debt
and Debt Service Coverage Ratio

These financial indicators represent the

extent of borrowing that hospitals can un-

dertake. Long term debt represents loans and
bond issues with maturities of greater than

one year. The debt service coverage ratio

represents a hospital's ability to cover the

principal and interest payments on its long

term debt obligations. The higher this ratio,

the greater the hospital's ability to pay.

The rapid growth in industry-wide me-
dian long term debt evident at the beginning

of the decade had slowed considerably by
1995. Although this suggests less reliance on
borrowing, teaching hospitals as a group
continue to increase their long term debt

(see Figures 13 and 14 on page 15).

The median hospital's ability to cover

payments on long term debt increased

Financial Indicators 13



Industry-wide Median Fund Balance
Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1995

25 tb

Dollars

(millions)

1990 1991 1992 1993

Fiscal Year

1994 1995

Figure 1 1 Fund balances have increased steadily of the first half of the decade.

Median Fund Balance
Teaching versus Community Hospitals

Fiscal Year 1 990 through Fiscal Year 1 995

Dollars

(millions)

Teaching

Community

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 1 2 Teaching hospitals' fund balances have increased considerably since the FY93 to FY94 period.

Community hospitals have shown no growth in equity over the last several years.

14
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Industry-wide Median Long Term Debt
Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1995

Dollars

(millions)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 1 3 The rapid growth in industry-wide median long term debt evident at the beginning of the decade

has slowed considerably—almost stopped—by FY95.

Median Long Term Debt
Teaching versus Non-teaching Hospitals

Fiscal Year 1990 through Fiscal Year 1995

Dollars

(millions)

Teaching

Non-teaching

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 14 Although growth in long term debt has slowed industry-wide, teaching hospitals continue to

increase their long term debt each year.

Financial Indicators 15



Median Debt Service Coverage Ratio

Fiscal Year 1991 through Fiscal Year 1995

Ratio

Total

Teaching

Non-teaching

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Fiscal Year

Figure 15 Ability to cover long term debt has decreased since FY93 across the industry. Although

teaching hospitals show a stronger ability to cover debt, both teaching and community hospitals are

considerably below the national median on this indicator,

for this trend. (Note: Data for FY94 were unavailable.)

Low profitability and high debt are responsible

through 1993, but decreased in 1995.6 Al-

though teaching hospitals continue to show a

stronger ability than community hospitals to

meet long term debt obligations, both teach-

ing and community hospitals fall below the

national median for this indicator: 3.3 in

1994. Low profitability and high debt are re-

sponsible for this trend (see Figure 15 above).

End Notes for Section 4

3. With use of the median, half the hospitals are higher and half are lower on each measure.

4. Definitions of these indicators are provided in the Appendix.

5. Median operating margin was zero in 1990.

6. Data for 1994 median debt service coverage ratios were unavailable.
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Section 5:

Conclusion

During the first half of the 1990s, the

acute hospital industry has had to

adapt to such significant changes as

intensified inter-hospital competition in-

spired by the relaxation of price regulations,

and increasingly aggressive price negotia-

tions by HMOs and other payers. Some hos-

pitals have been unable to make the transi-

tion to this environment on their own and

have either closed, converted or affiliated

with stronger financial partners. In general,

though, the industry has adapted well and is

financially sound.

The growth in patient-related expenses

has slowed, driven by a steady decline in the

inflation-adjusted costs of inpatient care and

in inpatient volume. The accompanying de-

celeration in patient revenue growth reflects

competitive pressures.

Expenses grew at a faster rate in 1995

than 1994, the first time during the decade

that the growth rate has accelerated. This is

a potential reversal of a trend that warrants

continued monitoring.

Key financial indicators—total revenues

and expenses, margins, fund balances, long

term debt—suggest a generally healthy in-

dustry. Revenue from non-patient sources

have become an increasingly important part

of total revenue, particularly for teaching

hospitals.

The acute hospital industry is in the

midst of a dramatic transformation, as new
systems of care and payment develop rap-

idly. Hospitals will continue to respond by

entering alliances with other health care

providers, and by seeking competitive ad-

vantage through improvements, in terms of

both efficiency and quality, in their opera-

tions. These activities will affect the direc-

tion of the industry's financial trends in the

coming years.
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Appendix: Explanations
of Financial Indicators

Net Income and its components. Net income is total revenues from all sources minus total

expenses from all sources.

Total Revenues are composed of :

• Net patient service revenue (NPSR): revenue derived from the provision of patient care;

• Other operating revenue, such as revenue from parking lots, gift shops or TV rentals; and

• Non-operating revenue, such as interest income from endowment funds, capital gains or

charitable donations.

All three of these sources contribute to the hospital's revenue stream.

Total Expenses are composed of patient care expenses and expenses of all other operations.

Total Margin. The total margin ratio is net income divided by total revenues.

Operating Margin. The operating margin ratio is operating net income divided by operating

revenues.

Fund Balance (Equity). Fund balance is total assets minus total liabilities.

Long Term Debt. This number represents loans and bond issues with maturities of greater

than one year.

Debt Service Coverage Ratio. This ratio represents an institution's ability to cover the

principal and interest payments on its long term debt obligations. The higher this ratio, the

greater the institution's ability to pay.

19
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